
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
The City of Osseo’s mission is to provide high-quality public services in a cost-effective, responsible, innovative,  

and professional manner given changing needs and available resources. 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

WORK SESSION  
Monday, February 29, 2016 
7:00 p.m., Council Chamber 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
MAYOR:  DUANE POPPE     COUNCILMEMBERS:  HAROLD E. JOHNSON, MARK SCHULZ, LARRY STELMACH, ANNE ZELENAK 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
   
 
1. Discuss City Policies for Purchasing, Petty Cash, Capital Assets 

 
2. Discuss General Fund Excess Policy 

 
3. Discuss North Water Tower 

 
4. Discuss Procedures for Council Approval  

 
5. Discuss Emergency Response Communication  
 
6. Discuss Heritage Preservation Commission 

 
7. Discuss Amendments to City Code § 153.091 Signs: Regulations and Standards; Permits; and § 151.04 

Property Maintenance: Amendments to International Property Maintenance Code to Clarify Size 
Requirements for House Numbers 

 
8. Discuss Amendments to City Code §153.009 Definitions and §153.037, Central Business District, CBD 

to Address Mobile Food Vending 
 

Osseo City Council Meeting 
 AGENDA 



            
 
 
 

City of Osseo City Council  
Work Session Meeting Item 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item:    Discuss City Policies for Purchasing, Petty Cash, Capital Assets 
 

Meeting Date:   February 29, 2016 
   
Prepared by:    Teri Portinen, Finance 
 

Attachments:    Policy Drafts 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The Minnesota State Auditor suggests writing accounting policies and procedures; and also approving them at a 
council level to emphasize its importance and authority.   
 
Clear and concise policies and procedures clarify council expectations by providing guidance, ensuring legal 
compliance, and establish consistency and continuity for all departments. 
 
Presented today are 3 drafts prepared by staff and reviewed by legal counsel.  The purchasing policy contains general 
criteria to meet the definition of public purpose, which is defined by the Minnesota Supreme Court, as (1.) activity 
that benefits the community as a whole, (2.) it relates directly to functions of government operation, and (3.) it 
doesn’t benefit a private interest.  Included in the purchasing procedures are provisions for payment of those 
purchases.  Different levels of authority are established to provide checks and balances. 
 
The Petty Cash Funds must be established by council and a custodian of the fund appointed.  It is required by statute 
that meeting minutes document the creation and amount of petty cash funds.  
 
Included in the Recommendations for Management document prepared by our 2014 auditors was the 
recommendation to establish a formal Capital Asset Policy. They feel it would provide for consistency to compare 
with financial statements for future periods.   
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City of Osseo City Council  
Work Session Meeting Item 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item:   Discuss City Policies for Purchasing, Petty Cash, Capital Assets 
 
Meeting Date:  February 29, 2016 
  
Prepared by:  Teri Portinen, Finance 
 
Attachments:  Purchasing Policy 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Background: 
The adoption of a purchasing policy provides a tool for users that follows statutory guidelines and provides consistent 
direction of public spending.  The purchasing policy is the main document that governs other policies such as the use 
of credit cards and travel.  This policy also suggests payment guidelines as well. 
 
Purchasing/contracting – This section suggests basic purchasing guidelines for the city.  Items of this nature would be 
general operating purchases/contracts of less than a $2000 max.   
 
Payment process – Currently, early release of payments are performed for payroll and benefit related items such as 
payroll taxes, retirement contributions, and insurance related premiums.  It is an allowable practice (MS 412.271) for 
councils to authorize release of payments prior to council approval for certain claims.  In summary, these would be 
items already approved by contract, claims that would inflict a penalty for non-payment, or discounts available if paid 
by a certain date. The payments would be detailed in each council packet for review.  This process would benefit 
finance personnel in the distribution of transaction entry through-out the periods in between council meetings. 
 
Electronic signatures – the use of such signatures is authorized under MS 47.41.  The city currently uses a mayoral 
signature stamp for checks and electronic signatures of the Mayor and City Clerk on payroll checks.  It is requested 
that electronic signatures on payable checks is utilized as well.  A listing, along with the checks, would be given to the 
City Clerk to ensure payments are legitimate.  Signature stamps are easily misplaced or stolen which puts the city at 
risk.   
 
Recommendation/Action Requested:  

1. Set threshold for purchasing.  Note credit card policy allows for $2000 by public works and $1000 by all other 
departments. 

2. Allow/disallow electronic signatures. 
3. Allow/disallow designation of authority to release payments authorized by statute prior to council meetings. 
4. Other language/suggestions to be included and/or changed. 

 
Next Step: 
Finalize policy and submit to council for approval. If designation of authority to release payments is suggested, draft 
resolution to authorize such authority as required by MS 412.271. 
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DRAFT - Purchasing Policy 
 

Purpose: 
To provide clear and concise guidelines to its users and the assurance that public funds are 
dispensed according to the Minnesota Public Purpose Doctrine. The doctrine provides for 1) that 
public entities may only spend public funds if the purpose is for which tax money may be used; 
2) the entity has authority to make the expenditure; and 3) that the expenditure must be proper, 
which means that public funds cannot be expended regardless of how desirable or commendable 
the purpose may be, unless there is statutory authority to do so.  

Statutory Authority: 
The City will follow all applicable laws that relate to purchasing including provisions under 
Minnesota Statutes Chapters 471, and Minn. Stat. 412.271 (as amended). 
 
Purchasing Process (MS 412.271) 
No disbursement of city funds shall be made except by an order drawn by the Mayor and City 
Clerk upon the Treasurer. Minnesota law provides that no order shall be issued for claims arising 
from the purchase of goods and services until the City Council has reviewed and approved the 
claim.  Either the person claiming payment or the person’s representative must prepare a written, 
itemized list of goods and services provided to the City.  The claimant must also sign a 
declaration stating his/her claim is just and correct and that no part of it has been previously paid.  
The written claim is then brought to the Council for its approval.  The Council may approve the 
claim, approve only part of the claim, or choose not to approve the claim at all.   
 

Credit Cards: The City has authorized the use of credit cards.  All use of a City credit card is 
subject to the Credit Card Policy.   

 
City Purchasing will be limited to the following: 

• Department Heads or their designee are authorized to approve purchases and 
agreements from approved vendors not exceeding $2,000 for a single purchase by 
public works and $1,000 for all other departments and will be responsible for 
purchasing within the department budget guidelines. 

• Department Heads will ensure vendors are insured, and will not put the City at 
risk. 

• Purchases greater than $2,000 must be authorized by the City Council. 
• All training/conference courses over $100 must be approved by Council in 

advance.  A copy of your request must be attached to the invoice and submitted 
for payment to the Finance Officer. 

• Purchases requiring signatures on contracts will be signed by the Mayor and City 
Clerk and will be kept in the City’s central filing system.  A copy should be given 
to Finance. 

 
Contract Purchasing (MS 471) 
Only the Council may make contracts and price agreements on behalf of the city; individual 
councilmembers, council committees, and city administrative officers do not have that authority.  
If a contract does not require a tax levy higher than that allowed by law or result in indebtedness 
that exceeds the city’s statutory debt limit, the law does not place an expenditure limit on such 
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agreements.  The mayor and the clerk must sign and affix the city seal to the contract.  As long as 
there is no reasonable doubt concerning the contract’s legality, officials may not, on the basis of 
their own judgment, refuse to execute the contract. 
 
The City shall follow Minnesota statutes under the Uniform Municipal Contracting Law. 

• Contracts less than $25,000: The City can purchase on the open market, but shall 
attempt to obtain two or more verbal quotes when possible.  

• Contracts $25,000 - $100,000: The City shall use a sealed bid process or direct 
negotiations.  Two or more bids/quotes shall be obtained in writing and kept for a 
period of one year. 

• Contracts greater than $100,000 must abide by the bidding law and use sealed 
bids. Public entities are required to obtain both a payment bond and a 
performance bond. 

 Exemptions: 
• A city does not need to comply with competitive bidding requirements when 

purchasing property or equipment from the federal government, the state, or any 
political subdivision of the state.  The council may authorize by resolution an 
officer or employee to enter a bid and make a down payment in connection with 
the bidding. 

• The purchase, lease, or sale of real estate. 
• Public safety equipment that is clearly and legitimately limited to a single source 

of supply and the contract price may be best established by direct negotiation. 
• Emergency management. 
• Professional services such as engineers, lawyers, architects, accountants, and 

refuse hauling.  Request for Proposals are sufficient. 
• Insurance.   

Change-Orders 
• All increases to the contract price, whether through change orders or otherwise, must 

obtain prior approved by the governing body which may require additional contractor’s 
bonds. 

• Minor change orders of $$$$ or %%%%% of the contract may be authorized by the city 
administrator without prior approval. 

 
Consequences for failure to follow statutory requirements may result in a voiding of the contract.  
The City may have to pay for any benefits it has already received before the voiding of the 
contract. 
 
 
Electronic Signatures – MS 47.41 
The use of electronic signatures is authorized by the City.  The City’s designated officer(s) using 
such device for their signature authorizes the financial institutions to honor the following 
instruments bearing an electronic signature of his/her name: 

• Checks 
• Drafts 
• Warrants 
• Vouchers 
• Check-orders on public funds. 
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The designated officer(s) will not be personally liable for any loss that results from the use of 
his/her electronic signature if all of the following circumstances are met: 

• The City Council adopts the Purchasing Policy approving the designated officer’s 
use of an electronic signature. 

• The loss is not due to a wrongful act of the public officer. 
The City shall use an electronic signature for the Mayor and City Clerk. 
 
Payment Process – MS 471.25 
Vendor invoices are received through the mail or electronic formats and date stamped to show 
receipt.  Account coding for invoices will be performed by the Department Head.  Department 
Heads are responsible for invoices presented to them when received and are responsible for 
reviewing and approving all accounts payable paperwork, verifying pricing, and terms of 
agreements.  Department Heads, or their designee, return approved invoices and all applicable 
documentation to the Finance Officer for timely payment.  Department heads must explain the 
use of item/service, initial, and date, in ink, directly on the invoice. 
 
The City is required to pay claims within 35 days of the receipt of the invoice (earlier for payroll 
withholdings).  If the City is late making payment of a claim, the City must pay interest charges 
in accordance with Minnesota law.  Interest may not apply if the City disputes the claim in good 
faith.  If an invoice is incorrect, defective, or otherwise improper, or the City disputes the claim, 
the City must notify the vendor within 10 days of the receipt of an invoice.  Upon receiving a 
corrected invoice, the City must pay the claim under the procedure described above.  
 
The City authorizes the City Administrator or the City Clerk to approve certain vendor payments 
prior to the Council meeting.  Vendor invoices with a due date prior to the next Council meeting 
received after the Accounts Payable listing has been prepared for the Council packet will be 
processed by the Finance Officer if deemed to be in the normal course of business and payment 
is properly approved.  The City will also consider early payments on invoices to receive 
discounts.  In order for the prepaid written claim to be endorsed, a majority of the Council must 
approve the claim at the next regular Council meeting.  The following expenditures may be made 
without prior Council approval: 

• Utilities and Rent. 
• Other fixed charges determined under a contract that the Council has previously 

approved. 
• Wages that have been previously set by the Council or Minnesota law. 
• Payments to another public entity. 
• Reimbursement of deposits held. 
• Judgments. 
• Principal or interest on obligations where the exact amounts have been previously 

fixed by contract. 
 
The City Council will receive a complete listing of vendor payments that have been approved for 
payment by the City Administrator or City Clerk prior to the regular City Council meeting and a 
listing of unpaid vendor payments for authorization by the City Council at its next regular 
Council meeting.  Unpaid checks will be mailed the day following the City Council approval 
unless otherwise authorized. 
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The Finance Officer will: 

• Process timely payments to vendors after receipt of review from Department 
Heads. 

• Monitor vendor statements; investigate invoicing or payment errors, and consider 
earlier payments to receive discounts and avoid late fees. 

• Provide assistance to departments in service disputes with vendors. 
• Assist Department Heads with account coding and monitoring their budget. 
• Research returned checks that may need to be cancelled, voided or reissued. 
• Issue IRS form 1099 to applicable vendors in January of the following year. 

 
Electronic Fund Transfers 
An Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) is a formal process initiated by the City through a vendor’s 
website for payment of a liability due.  An EFT allows vendors to transfer funds from a 
designated City bank account to the vendor’s bank account.  To keep the City’s exposure to a 
minimum the City will only allow EFT payments to Federal, State Organizations or vendors 
designated by the City that have a specific purpose for an EFT payment, such as a payment for a 
payroll liability.  
 
Wire Payment Transfers (ACH Transfers) 
Wire Payment Transfers or Automatic Clearing House (ACH) Transfers is a service provided 
through the banking system.  An ACH Transfer will be required for all individual payroll 
transactions.  The City will use Wire Payment Transfers or an ACH Transfer for the purpose of 
transferring funds between Investment Brokers and City bank accounts.  ACH transfer for 
Vendor payments must be approved by Council. 
 
Prepayment of Goods or Services 
The City does not prepay for goods or services or utilize prepaid devices such as gift cards.  If a 
vendor requires prepayment for goods or services, authorization must be obtained from the City 
Council. 
 
Other Considerations 

• Travel Policy 
• Credit Card Policy 
• Petty Cash Policy 
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City of Osseo City Council  
Work Session Meeting Item 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item:   Discuss City Policies for Purchasing, Petty Cash, Capital Assets 
 
Meeting Date:  February 29, 2016 
  
Prepared by:  Teri Portinen, Finance 
 
Attachments:  Petty Cash Policy 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The city currently has two petty cash funds; however, these funds have not been formally authorized by council.  
Petty cash is not as widely used as it was in the past due to electronic forms of payment and the risk factor that 
comes along with handling cash.  It is useful when cash transactions are initiated by the public for payment of city 
transactions. 
 
The draft asks Council authorization to establish two funds; one in the administrative office and the other in the 
police department.  Over the past year of usage, a conclusion was made these funds would require $100 each to 
operate. 
 
Purchasing requirements coincide with the purchasing policy and the basic documentation requirements are 
reiterated.  Stipulations for receiving cash are provided along with replenishing and reconciliation guidelines.  
Disciplinary provisions for misuse of petty cash funds are also included. 
 
Action requested for the following: 

1. Should petty cash funds be used and in what departments? 
2. Establish dollar amount of fund. 
3. Designate a custodian for each fund. 
4. Other language/suggestions to be included. 

1. 



DRAFT -   Petty Cash Policy 
 
Purpose: 
The City Council authorizes the use of petty cash in the administration department ($xxx.xx) and 
police department ($xxx.xx) to make minute purchases and make change for city charges.  
Payments from the petty cash fund may be used in situations where the traditional payment 
method is impractical.  Petty cash funds may not be used to pay claims based on salary or 
personal expenses of a City officer or employee.   
 
Process: 
Custodian.  The City Council hereby appoints the Administrative Assistant for Administration and 
Police Administrative Assistant as custodians. 
 
Disbursing Petty Cash.  The City will utilize the advance method.  The custodian will give 
(advance) an estimated dollar amount to the requester.  The custodian will start the 
documentation by filling out the disbursement form and noting the amount of the advance.  The 
requestor will sign the form.  The purchaser will then purchase the item and return with the original 
cash receipt along with any change received.  The receipt is attached to the form the change is 
counted to match the amount of the advanced. 
or 
The City will utilize the reimbursement method. When using this method, the purchaser uses its 
own funds to purchase authorized items and is reimbursed with the presentment of the 
appropriate receipts to the custodian.  The disbursement form shall be signed by the purchaser 
and custodian. 
 
Purchases must be consistent with all other state laws and city policies, including the requirement 
that claims presented for payment must be in writing and itemized.  The original receipts must 
consist of the vendor name, description of goods and services, date and amount.  Credit card 
charge receipts are not sufficient receipts for payment because the charge slip lacks the details 
of what was purchased. Purchases must be coded and signed by department heads. 
 
Receiving Cash.  As cash comes in via counter traffic, a receipt will be disbursed to the payer and 
the funds placed in the cash drawer along with a copy of the receipt.    
 
Replenishing/Reconciling Petty Cash.  The Finance Officer will reconcile petty cash on a quarterly 
basis (or more if requested by personnel).  Reconciliations may be unannounced.  At such times, 
transactions will be recorded in the general ledger and cash beyond the designated fund balance 
will be deposited.  If the fund is not at the minimum established, a request will be made by the 
Finance Officer to the council to replenish the fund. 
 
Petty cash funds will be kept in a locked, secured location to prevent unauthorized use.   Personal 
checks may not be cashed. If it is found that cash on hand plus the receipts (plus any outstanding 
advances) do not equal the authorized balance, the custodian will be held liable for the difference 
and may be subject to disciplinary measures. 
 
 
 



            
 
 
 

City of Osseo City Council  
Work Session Meeting Item 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item:   Discuss City Policies for Purchasing, Petty Cash, Capital Assets 
 
Meeting Date:  February 29, 2016 
  
Prepared by:  Teri Portinen, Finance 
 
Attachments:  Capital Assets Policy 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Background: 
During the 2014 audit our audit firm, KDV, noted the City does not have a formal capital asset policy in their 
Recommendations for Management Letter.  They suggest a formal policy to establish consistent reporting guidelines 
for future operating periods.   
 
Cities are required to deep records of its capital assets including infrastructure under GASB 54.  Maintenance of the 
capital asset records are kept by KDV.  Additions and deletions are reported at the end of each year and depreciated 
using the straight-line method.  
 
The staff draft suggests thresholds, useful life and guidelines.  Staff is slated to begin a physical inventory of its assets 
this summer for insurance valuation.   
 
 
Recommendation/Action Requested:  

1. Set threshold for capitalization – useful life and $ value 
2. Establish thresholds for types of capital assets 
3. Establish useful life for types of capital assets 
4. Disposition – only capital assets will declared as surplus and disposed with council approval. 
5. Other language/suggestions to be included and/or changed. 

 
Next Step: 
Finalize policy and submit to council for approval. 
 

1. 



DRAFT POLICY:  Capital Asset Policy 
 
Objective:  To ensure that all capital assets are uniformly reported and accounted for in 
accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), Minnesota Statutes, 
other state and federal laws, and reporting requirements. 
 
Definition:  A capital asset is defined as tangible property that has a useful life of more 
than 3 years and has a cost of no less than $5,000.  Valuation will be determined by total 
cost of the asset plus ancillary charges necessary to place the asset in its intended 
location and condition for use.  Equipment donations will be recorded at fair market value 
at the time it is received. 
 
Items deemed as expenses are: 

• Materials and supplies that are used or consumed within twelve months of 
acquisition date. 

• Small tools and equipment with a cost of less than $5000 per unit 
• Maintenance contracts 
• Leased equipment 
• Easements 

 
Policy. The capitalization threshold for all capital assets is as follows: 
 

• Equipment no less than $5,000 with a useful life of at least 3 years. 
• Property Services Project Costs greater than $35,000. 
• Signage and Street lighting annual purchases greater than $35,000.   
• Land 

 
Useful Life.  Estimated useful lives for assets are as follows: 

• Infrastructure    15-100 years 
• Structures and Improvements 25-50 years 
• Equipment    3-5 years 
• Public Improvements  20-40 years 

 
Betterment   Costs incurred to achieve greater future benefit to an asset (betterment) are 
capitalized. The cost of the addition/improvement to the asset must meet the following: 

• Increases the useful life of the asset 
• Increases the efficiency of the asset 
• The betterment must have a cost threshold of no less than $5,000 

 
Depreciation.  The straight-line method will be used for all capital assets.  Department 
heads will assign a useful life to each asset.  Depreciation will be taken for the full year of 
acquisition and not recorded in the final year of disposition. 
 
Disposition.  All capital assets will be examined with respect to its condition, efficiency 
and/or obsolescence during each year-end.  Those assets deemed to be no longer useful 
will be reported and disposed/recycled/sold in accordance with council approval.   



            
 
 

 

City of Osseo City Council  
Work Session Meeting Item 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item:   Discuss General Fund Excess Plan 
 

Meeting Date:  February 29, 2015  
Prepared by:  Riley Grams, City Administrator 
 

Attachments:  Excerpt of City of Breezy Point Fund Balance Policy 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Background:  
The City Council has requested a discussion about formulating a general fund excess policy or plan to handle year-to-
year excess monies. Staff has reached out to several local municipalities to see if they had example policies to share.  
 
After reviewing all of the collected policies used by other municipalities, it seems the prevailing process is that 
municipalities will “pay down” their year-to-year General Fund transfers for capital needs. This, in turn, would reduce 
the expense side of the yearly budget and require a lower tax levy amount in order to balance the budget.  
 
Here is a summary of other municipal general fund policies: 
 
City of Kasson – All excess money is applied to the general fund transfer. 
 
City of Hastings – General Fund balance kept at min 30%. Balance up to 40% may be used for ‘one-time’ uses or 
working capital. Fund balance in excess of 40% can be considered for use for operations in lieu of a levy increase or 
other revenue raising options.  
 
City of Montevideo – Unwritten policy states 5% per year (if available) to General Fund reserve, and remainder to go 
Capital Improvement Fund.  
 
City of Savage – Maintain fund reserve between 30-50% of estimated General Fund budgeted for following year. Any 
excess over 50% is available to be spent by Council to appropriate areas that they believe is in the best interest of the 
City (which includes Park improvements or other Capital needs).  
 
City of Medina – No formal policy, but Council passes yearly Resolution that gives Council flexibility to move funds in 
excess to their reserve fund for upcoming projects to reduce the burden on the tax levy the following year.  
 
City of Montgomery – Keep fund balance between 40-50%. If more than 50% is available, that amount is divided up 
and sent to various other funds (Capital, Park Improvement, Equipment and Street Improvement Funds).  
 
City of Minnetonka – Fund balance at 30-50% and any excess can be used on one-time project or other capital 
expenditures.  
 
City of Breezy Point – Keep fund balance at 40-45% with any excess being transferred to the Revolving Capital Fund. 
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City of Lauderdale – Keep 55% fund balance and any excess is divided among various enterprise funds which are 
expected to come up short of their fund balance minimums. This is done post-audit by Council Resolution. 
 
City of Minnetonka Beach – Keep no less than 65% on hand. No formal policy on any excess.  
 
City of Richfield – Maintain no less than 40% balance. All excess is transferred to other funds by Council approval. 
 
City of Edina – Maintain fund balance between 42-47% with excess going to various funds as needed (Equipment 
Replacement Program and CIP). 
 
City of Little Canada – Maintain balance between 42.5-65%. Any excess goes to General Capital Improvement Fund 
or other assigned funds as necessary. 
 
City of St. Paul Park – Fund balance between 35-50% with excess going to pay for one-time expenditures.  
 
 
After reviewing all of the received policy examples from other area cities, I recommend the following:  
 

1) Maintain a General Fund Balance of somewhere between 40-50% of the anticipated annual City budget for 
the following year. 

2) Any excess over 50% would be applied to the following years Capital Improvement Plan transfer.  
3) If the General Fund Balance falls below 40%, a separate transfer amount is added to the following year’s 

expenditures budget to bring the General Fund Balance back to the 40% mark.  
4) Do not use fund balances for any on-going operating expenditures. We do not want to rely on having a fund 

balance year-to-year, because if/when we don’t, we would then need to come up with money to keep 
supporting City services or risk lowering services to balance the budget.  

5) In lieu of using excess money to go towards the Capital Improvement Transfer, the Council may, from time-
to-time, use excess money to cover one-time project costs as they deem necessary. 

 
As an example, at the end of 2014, Osseo had a General Fund Balance of $1,348,262. The 2015 adopted budget was 
$2,268,976 (and 50% of that is $1,134,488). Therefore, using the above draft policy, the City would use a total of 
$213,774 to go towards the 2015 CIP transfer, which would result in lowing the needed tax levy by that same amount 
(the tax levy for 2015 was $1,148,935 and would have been reduced to $935,161) and reduce the overall tax burden 
on Osseo property owners.  
 
I have included an excerpt from the City of Breezy Point’s Fund Balance Policy that closely mimics what Staff 
recommends as the foundation of a General Fund Excess Policy. See attached.  
 
Overall, the rating agencies want cities to have a policy, and want cities to be in compliance with the policy. They also 
look to the State Auditor guidelines for what is “reasonable” for a policy. So, having a policy with 50% and having at 
least 50% is viewed as very positive with the rating agencies.  
 
I believe that having a little more than the minimum required in our policy is also viewed as a positive by the rating 
agencies, but if the additional money becomes much larger with no plan or reason for a large excess, I think that 
starts to raise some questions. (ie., if you have a policy of 50%, but we consistently carry a balance of 100%.) On the 
other side of that argument, if we have a policy of 50%, but are increasing the balance for a specific future project 
(ie., cash contribution to a capital project), then the questions from the rating agencies are minimized. This also helps 
in the future when / if that additional balance is spent. Rating agencies want to know that cities have a plan and don’t 
have a lot of surprises. Rating agencies don’t have a concern if the additional money is spent, but they don’t want the 
reason for spending the money to be tied to poor financial planning. 
 
 



Recommendation/Action Requested:  
Staff recommends the City Council discuss drafting a general fund excess plan and direct Staff accordingly.  
 
 
Next Step:   
Staff will take discussion points and formulate a draft policy/plan. Then, Staff will proceed to discuss the draft policy 
with members of the Council Budget Committee, or other appropriate committee.  



 

Comprehensive Fund Balance Policy 
City of Breezy Point 

Purpose 
 
Maintaining a fund balance is extremely important for a city as the majority of revenues 
received are derived from taxes which are paid twice a year to the county.  The county then 
makes payments to the city.  The city is responsible for cash flow to manage operations until 
taxes are received.  Although a small amount of funding is received in January the city needs 
to manage operations from January through June with adequate resources to pay bills.   
 
 

Appropriate Fund Balance Levels 
 
General Fund. The city shall endeavor to maintain a 40% to 45% general fund balance based 
on the operating and debt service requirements of the current budget year.  If funds exceed 
45% of that amount, those resources shall be transferred to the Future Improvement line 
item in the Revolving Capital Fund.  If the fund balance falls below the 40% threshold the 
City Council shall consider what remedial action to take to resolve the fund balance 
deficiency.  
 
 



            
 
 

 

City of Osseo City Council  
Work Session Meeting Item 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item:   Discuss North Water Tower 
 

Meeting Date:  February 29, 2016  
Prepared by:  Riley Grams, City Administrator 
 

Attachments:  KLM Engineering Report from June 2013 
   Emails from Council member Johnson 
   Conditions Assessment from Elk River 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Background:  
As a starting point, let’s examine where we are at in the current on-going process with the North water tower: The 
Council last approved accepting a MN Historical & Cultural Heritage Grant from the MN Historical Society. Staff has 
worked to fulfill the necessary steps to complete that action, and obtained three or more proposals from historians 
to complete the work on behalf of the City, being paid from the grant money. Staff anticipates coming back to the 
Council in the very near future to approve the hire of a consultant to do that work. The Consultant will then prepare 
the final application to place the water tower on the National Register of Historic Places. Once the application is 
complete, Staff will recommend that the Council will be given the findings and the Council can choose to formally 
submit the application or not. If submitted, the application may take months for review before a final determination 
is decided. If accepted to the National Register of Historic places, our consultant believes additional grant money will 
be made available to the City to repair, repaint, or fix the tower to allow it to stand for the foreseeable future.  
 
At this point, Staff does NOT know what special conditions may be placed on the City (if any) in order to receive 
additional funding for needed repairs. Staff has heard that yes there will be unintended conditions placed on the City, 
and Staff has also heard that no conditions of any kind will be placed on the City should the application to accepted 
and the water tower be placed on the National Register of Historic Places.  
 
My recommendation is that when the hired consultant has completed the final application, someone from the MN 
Historical Society be present to answer those questions at a Council meeting before the Council delivers the final 
vote. The City may also request written confirmation of what conditions may be placed on the City if it moves 
forward (again, if any at all, we don’t know at this point) from the MN Historical Society.  
 
Attached is the second report given to the City by KLM Engineering Inc., dated June 2013. A few of the current 
Council members were not on the Council when this report was completed. Summarizing its findings, KLM engineers 
were unable to inspect the entire tower as the ladder system was unfit for access and needed repairs before the full 
examination could take place. The quoted repair costs totaled approximately $350,000. However, that number is if 
the City wanted to bring it up to a point where it would become a useable water tower. Of course, the City has no 
intention of using this tower for the purposes of storing City water, and thus, the estimate for the entire repair 
should be discarded.  
 

3. 



While most repairs have been made to the ladder system, KLM (or any other similar company) have not been back to 
redefine the full extent of necessary repairs. As you can see, when this report was written, the thinking was to 
restore the tower to a useable condition. However, the City should only be concerned with the following: 
 

1) Necessary repairs to the structure to maintain structural integrity (non-useable condition) 
2) Potentially repainting the structure in order to remove any lead-based paints 

 
You’ll note on page 15 of the report that KLM has quoted the City $124,300 in exterior structural repairs and 
$141,400 for a complete exterior coating/paint replacement (totaling $265,700 for both repairs). This doesn’t include 
any of the “Mobilization” which would most likely be needed as well. KLM also quoted the City $80,000 for an 
alternate demolition cost. It remains to be seen what level of grant money might be available to the City if the tower 
were to be accepted onto the National Register of Historic Places.  
 
I have also included three emails sent to then-City Administrator Doug Reeder from Council member Johnson, 
outlining his visits to several MN historic water towers and talking with City Staff about the process by which those 
cities went through. The most closely comparable situation to Osseo is that of Elk River and Milaca. According to 
Council member Johnson, Elk River went through a similar process, which took years to complete. Additionally, in 
Milaca, City Staff placed three warning sirens on the tower structure which, according to their Staff, would not be 
allowed if the tower was on the Historic Register. Because of this, they have not proceeded with placing their tower 
on the Historic Register.  
 
I was able to connect with Zack Carlton, Planning Manager for the City of Elk River. He stated that the Elk River water 
tower was recently accepted to the Historic Register. The next step after acceptance was to get a “conditions 
assessment” which would tell the City and MN Historical Society what repairs needed to take place, including cost 
estimates. It sounds like Elk River’s tower is very similar to Osseo’s, including the level of repairs and painting that are 
needed. Mr. Carlton mentioned the conditions assessment is the first step in securing grants for repairs after 
acceptance. Elk River’s conditions assessment came back with the following (I have attached the conditions 
assessment which was shared by Mr. Carlton):  
 
Total repair cost: $85,000 
Total repainting costs: $60,000 
Additional testing: $4,000 
Additional minor repairs: $5,000 
Documents and drawings: $5,000 
Contingency: 15% 
 
Once you have the conditions assessment, you can go after two separate grant paths. The first is the MN Historical 
and Cultural Grant. Mr. Carlton mentioned that there is no match involved, but that this grant was very competitive 
and money generally runs out fast before all accepted projects could be funded. The second path is through the State 
Capital Grant (which requires Legislative bonding). This path requires a 50/50 match, but generally speaking all 
projects are funded, often times with money left in the pot. Elk River opted to go through the State Capital Grant, 
because their water tower is owned by the Elk River Municipal Utilities Organization, and that group had been setting 
aside money each year, knowing some repairs would eventually need to be made. So Elk River already has an 
identified source for their 50/50 match. I also asked Mr. Carlton about the painting process. He said that the 
requirement includes shrouding the tower, but only to get rid of the flaking lead-based paint. They did NOT have to 
get rid of ALL of the paint on the tower, only in places where repairs took place and where flaking occurred. Then, a 
thick epoxy would be applied to the entire structure to effectively seal in the lead paint, allowing for a new surface to 
paint. 
 
 
Recommendation/Action Requested:  
Staff recommends the City Council discuss next steps for the water tower and direct Staff accordingly. 
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August 3, 2015 

Zack Carlton 

City of Elk River 

13065 Orono Parkway 

Elk River, MN 55330 

Re: City of Elk River Jackson Street Water Tower Condition Assessment 

 CDG Project #15010 

Dear Zack, 

We have completed the Condition Assessment for the Jackson Street Water Tower as proposed.  

This report summarizes our evaluation procedures, along with our observations, conclusions 

regarding the current condition of the water tower, and recommendations for repairs. 

The services performed in evaluating this assessment and in preparing this report have been in 

accordance with the level of skill and care normally used for this type of project.  The 

conclusions and recommendations discussed in this report are our best professional opinions 

based on our knowledge of current design and repair of this type of building.  No warranties are 

expressed or implied. 

It has been a pleasure to perform this service for you. If you have any questions, or if we can be 

of further assistance, please feel free to call. 

Very truly yours, 
Collaborative Design Group 

 

Craig Milkert, PE 

Principal
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

From a structural standpoint, all components of the Water Tower appear to be performing 

well.  Besides some more superficial issues, such as the presence of chipped paint, rust, and 

lichen, all steel components are in average condition, especially for their age.  The legs are 

securely bolted to the concrete footings.  There are no noticeable problems with any of the 

tie rods, horizontal girders, or lattice work on the legs. 

Two issues were observed, both located on the legs, which will need further maintenance 

beyond the obvious painting.  The first issue relates to some corrosion of the steel at the base 

of the legs.  This condition is hidden by the concrete that was installed to drain water from the 

legs.  It would be important to investigate the condition of the steel behind the concrete 

further during the painting project by removing a portion of the concrete infill and inspecting 

the steel.  If the corrosion is worse than what is observed presently, some remedial action may 

need to be done to strengthen the base, such as the addition of steel plates to replace the 

loss of cross sectional area due to corrosion.   

The second potential concern involves the steel splice plates connecting the leg sections.  

Some of the plates are bowing as result of rust jacking, which occurs when the backside of 

the metal rusts and expands, causing the front of the panel to move outward.  Further 

investigation and testing is recommended to confirm the severity of the corrosion and 

determine the proper remedial action. 

Paint is chipping on the Water Tower's legs, tie rods, and horizontal girders; the surface of 

much of the exposed steel is covered in rust.  The condition of the underside of the tank and 

its surrounding walkway platform was observed to be similar to that of the legs, tie rods, and 

girders, with a significant amount of weathered paint and rust.  The sides of the tank 

appeared to be in good condition relative to the rest of the Tower, but the roof and cap are 

weathered with rust stains present from seams in the roof panels.  

Considering that the Water Tower structure is no longer supporting the weight of water in a full 

tank, maintenance and periodic observation will be all that is required in the future, and no 

major structural modifications will be necessary.  Some minor modifications may be necessary 

as identified above.   

All of the Tower's surfaces should be painted, including areas that may not be easily visible 

from the ground, such as any exposed areas of steel angles, the inside of legs, and the 

walkway platform.  A new coat of paint will not only return it to its original appearance, but it 

will also protect the steel from further rusting and deterioration. 

The two potential structural issues should be further investigated with a more in depth study of 

the areas in question.  We recommend that a portion of concrete from one of the leg bases 

be removed to get a better understanding of the condition of the steel.  The bowing steel 

splice panels should also be closely observed and tested to determine the extent of 

damage. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Jackson Street Water Tower was built in 1920 by the Minneapolis Steel & Machinery 

Company as part of a water works project that developed a fire protection program for the 

City of Elk River.  The Water Tower consists of a 100,000 gallon tank on a four leg, lattice-girder 

trestle tower and stands approximately 129 feet tall.  The Tower is currently coated with paint 

that is assumed to be lead-based, and displays a non-historic City of Elk River logo, which 

differs from the original silver tank and red conical roof.  The structure was added to the 

National Register of Historic Places on May 23, 2012. 

The City of Elk River and the Elk River Heritage Preservation Commission have plans to restore 

this structure.  The intent of this Condition Assessment is to provide an understanding of the 

required restoration work, along with the associated costs. 

SCOPE OF REPORT 

Review of Documents 

Available documents regarding the Jackson 

Street Water Tower were limited, but the 

National Register of Historic Places 

Registration Form was reviewed to gain an 

understanding of the structure's construction 

and history.  This paperwork informed us that, 

besides cleaning and painting of the Water 

Tower, no alterations had been made to the 

structure since its construction.  

Discussions with City of Elk River Personnel 

The Jackson Street Water Tower is an iconic 

landmark, and provides an important piece 

of the identity and heritage of the City of Elk 

River.  The historic paint colors were silver for 

the main structure and tank, and red for the 

sloped roof.  Simple black lettering spelled 

out “Elk River’ on the side of the tank. 

The water tank structure was constructed in 

1920 by the Minneapolis Steel and Machinery 

Company.  The tank was constructed initially 

as a response to the many fires that occurred 

in the downtown area.  These fires were 

difficult to fight since the railroad line created 

a barrier between the downtown and the 

river.  After the construction of newer water 

tanks in other locations, the Jackson Street 

Water Tower was de-commissioned in 1960. 
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Observations 

Initial, ground-level observations were made on January 30, 2015.  A more thorough site visit 

was made on March 12, 2015 to further document the structure from both the ground and 

the top of the Tower. 

The following rating system was used in assessing the condition of the structure components:  

 Good: The component is new, with no apparent defects. 

 Average: The component is able to perform its originally intended function in 

its current condition.  Any defects are minor and do not affect the 

performance of the component. 

 Poor: The component is unable to perform its originally intended function 

in its current condition.  The component has major defects, but is 

repairable. 

 Unacceptable: The component is unable to perform its originally intended function 

in its current condition, and cannot be economically repaired.  

Replacement of the component is required.  

 

Visual observations of the building are recorded below.   

 

OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

1. Each of the Water 

Tower's legs consists 

of two parallel steel 

channels, which are 

bracketed on the 

outside with a flat 

steel plate, and on 

the inside with small 

latticed bars.   
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

2. The Water Tower 

was constructed in 

1920. 

 

3. The Water Tower 

has four concrete 

footings with 

varying amounts of 

exposure due to the 

surrounding 

landscape.  All 

footings appear to 

be in average 

condition, with no 

significant 

deficiencies noted. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

4. The legs are 

connected onto a 

steel base plate at 

each footing with 

steel angles, all of 

which appear to be 

in average 

condition. 

 

5. The steel base plate 

at the bottom of 

each leg is bolted 

into the concrete 

footings.  These 

bolts show no 

significant 

deterioration, and 

are in average 

condition. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

6. The inside of the 

base of each leg 

has been filled with 

concrete. 

 

7. The sloped surface 

of the concrete 

allows water to 

drain from the base 

of the legs, but 

water that flows to 

sides of the legs has 

begun to rust and 

deteriorate the 

steel. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

8. Water flows out of 

the legs along the 

steel at the edge of 

the concrete, which 

has caused the 

steel to corrode.  

Loss of cross-

sectional area of 

the steel is 

occurring on the 

steel channels due 

to corrosion. 

 

9. Loss of cross-

sectional area of 

the steel is 

occurring on the 

steel channels due 

to corrosion. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

10. Steel tie rods are 

connected to the 

base of each leg.  

Steel legs and tie 

rods are covered 

with a significant 

amount of rust and 

chipped paint. 

 

11. Rust and chipped 

paint are prevalent 

on all steel tie rods 

and legs. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

12. Diagonal tie rods 

are in overall 

average condition 

and are performing 

well, but are 

showing a 

significant amount 

of chipped paint 

and rust. 

 

13. Diagonal tie rods 

are in overall 

average condition 

and are performing 

well, but are 

showing a 

significant amount 

of chipped paint 

and rust. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

14. Tie rods are 

connected with 

steel turnbuckles.  

Like the tie rods, 

these turnbuckles 

are covered with 

rust and chipping 

paint, but their 

performance is 

unaffected. 

 

15. A ladder extends 

up the northwest 

leg of the Water 

Tower.   Surface rust 

and peeling paint 

are visible in some 

areas, but no 

functional concerns 

regarding the 

ladder were 

observed. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

16. Lichen (organic 

growth) is growing 

on the legs in some 

areas. 

 

17. The lattice girder 

legs appear to be in 

average condition, 

with no structural 

deficiencies 

observed.  Lattice 

surfaces generally 

seem to be in better 

condition than the 

flat sides of the legs, 

with considerably 

less chipped paint, 

rust, and lichen. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

18. The paint on the flat 

sides of the legs is 

weathered; lichen 

and corrosion was 

observed in some 

areas. 

 

19. Each of the Water 

Tower's legs is 

essentially made up 

of three sections, 

with the longest at 

the bottom and the 

shortest at the top. 

The leg sections are 

connected with 

steel splice plates 

on all four sides, 

with some plates 

inside the legs and 

some outside.  Note 

the two exterior 

plates indicated in 

the photo. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

20. The presence of 

bolts and rivets 

within the leg 

channels indicates 

that there is a steel 

plate inside the leg, 

the condition of 

which could not be 

ascertained from 

ground level.  The 

steel bracket 

connecting the 

horizontal girder is 

rusting and the 

bottom of the 

exterior plate is 

expanding outward 

slightly.   

21. A steel plate is 

attached to the 

legs just above the 

connection to the 

horizontal girders.  

Each of these plates 

(eight total) appear 

to be in average 

condition. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

22. The plates on the 

outside of the Water 

Tower are in 

average to poor 

condition, with 

some showing 

significant rust and 

expansion. 

 

23. Close up of one of 

the outside steel 

plates.  It appears 

as though water 

has corroded the 

backside of the 

plate, causing the 

steel to expand and 

bow outward, a 

condition known as 

rust jacking. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

24. Another instance of 

rust jacking.  While 

this plate is in better 

condition than 

others, it can be 

expected to 

continue to 

degrade. 

 

25. A horn sits on a 

platform perched 

atop two horizontal 

steel girders, 

requiring an 

electrical conduit 

running up the 

northwest leg from 

the ground.  The 

horn and platform 

contain surface rust 

and weathered 

paint, but no major 

deficiencies.  It is 

unknown if the horn 

is functional. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

26. Horizontal girders 

are connected to 

the legs with steel 

angles and rivets.  

There are eight total 

girders, connected 

just below the 

seams between leg 

sections.  All girders 

appear to be in 

average condition, 

with just some rust, 

weathered paint, 

and lichen noted 

on their surfaces. 

 

27. Lichen is growing on 

horizontal girders. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

28. Rust and chipped 

paint is evident on 

the surface of 

horizontal girders. 

 

29. At the epicenter of 

the four Tower legs 

is vertical steel tube 

that encloses an 

eight inch stand 

pipe connecting 

the tank to the 

water system.  Eight 

tie rods connect the 

center tube to the 

Tower's legs. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

30. An access hatch 

leads underground 

underneath the 

Water Tower. 

 

31. A small hatch allows 

access to the 

enclosed stand 

pipe. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

32. Some minor rusting 

and weathered 

paint were 

observed on the 

vertical tube. 

 

33. The vertical tube is 

bolted into a 

concrete pad.  The 

surfaces of the bolts 

are covered with 

rust and dirt, but are 

performing well. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

34. The standpipe 

enclosure extends 

from the ground to 

the underside of the 

tank. 

 

35. The underside of the 

tank is in average 

condition, with 

some rusting and 

weathered paint. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

36. The walkway 

platform 

surrounding the 

tank is in average 

condition, with 

weathered paint. 

 

37. Sections of the steel 

plate walkway are 

riveted to steel 

splice plates 

beneath the 

platform. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

38. Steel plates and 

rivets beneath the 

walkway platform 

connect the 

sections of steel 

walkway plates.  

The walkway has a 

latticed steel 

guardrail, which - 

like the platform - is 

weathered but in 

average condition. 

 

39. The latticed 

handrail around the 

tank is in average 

condition overall, 

but features many 

areas of chipped 

paint and rust. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

40. The latticed 

handrail around the 

tank is in average 

condition overall, 

but features many 

areas of chipped 

paint and rust. 

 

41. The four legs extend 

inside the walkway 

platform and are 

connected with 

steel angles and 

rivets to the vertical 

surface of the tank. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

42. View looking down 

the inside of one of 

the Water Tower's 

legs. 

 

43. The side of the tank 

is in average 

condition. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

44. The side of the tank 

is in average 

condition. 

 

45. A second ladder 

rises along the side 

of the tank.  Like the 

ladder along the 

northwest leg, this 

ladder features 

surface rust and 

chipped paint, but 

is performing well 

and has a good 

connection to the 

Water Tower. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

46. A third ladder 

allows access to the 

conical roof of the 

tank and the cap 

on the very top of 

the Water Tower.  

This ladder can dis-

connect from the 

second ladder, and 

pivot around the 

cap at the top to 

provide access 

around the entire 

circumference of 

the roof. 

 

47. Some minor rusting 

and water staining 

was observed at 

seams and the 

edge of the tank on 

the underside of the 

roof eave. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

48. The conical roof is 

rusting at panel 

seams. 

 

49. The conical roof is 

rusting at panel 

seams. 
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OBSERVATIONS REFERENCE PHOTO 

50. The cap atop the 

roof appears to be 

in average 

condition. 

 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction 

This condition assessment focuses on two main points concerning the Jackson Street Water 

Tower: the overall structural condition of the Tower, and the requirements to preserve the 

Tower to maintain its integrity and value.  Part of the preservation plan is to restore the water 

tower to its original appearance, which will require extensive work to clean and remove old 

paint, rust, and growing lichen.  A few rusting areas, such as at connecting splice plates on 

the outside of the legs and deteriorating areas within leg bases also present a concern from a 

structural standpoint. 

General Discussion 

From a structural standpoint, all components of the Water Tower appear to be performing 

well.  Besides some more superficial issues, such as the presence of chipped paint, rust, and 

lichen, all steel components are in average condition, especially for their age.  The legs are 

securely bolted to the concrete footings.  There are no noticeable problems with any of the 

tie rods, horizontal girders, or lattice work on the legs. 

The Water Tower's legs consist of two steel channels sitting parallel to each other and riveted 

to a long, flat steel plate on the edges on the outside perimeter of the Tower and small 
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latticed bars on the inside edges.  Put together, these pieces form a square leg that rises to 

the tank in three sections.  Each section is connected with four steel splice plates, two of 

which are bolted and riveted inside the legs, and two that are bolted on the legs' exterior 

surfaces. 

Two issues were observed, both located on the legs, which will need further maintenance 

beyond the obvious painting.  First, the base of each leg is filled with concrete that promotes 

the drainage of water out of the leg assembly.  It appears that water naturally flows to the 

sides of this concrete and along the edge of the inside of the legs, which has resulted in some 

deterioration and loss of cross sectional area of the steel.  The thickness of the steel channels 

is important, as this is what transfers the load of the water tower to the foundation.  At this 

time, the condition of the steel is behind the concrete is unknown.  It would be important to 

investigate the condition of the steel behind the concrete further during the painting project 

by removing a portion of the concrete infill and inspecting the steel.  If the corrosion is worse 

than what is observed presently, some remedial action may need to be done to strengthen 

the base, such as the addition of steel plates to replace the loss of cross sectional area due 

to corrosion.   

If it is determined that additional steel needs to be added, a sample of the steel should be 

taken and tested to determine its physical properties.  Steel produced during the time of the 

construction of this water tower did not have the same physical properties of modern day 

steel, and may not be able to be welded.  This testing information will inform the design of the 

connection of any additional steel members, if needed. 

The second potential concern involves the steel splice plates connecting the leg sections.  

Some of the plates are bowing as result of rust jacking, which occurs when the backside of 

the metal rusts and expands, causing the front of the panel to move outward.  This appears 

to be happening exclusively on the eight plates on the outside perimeter of the Tower, which 

is not surprising since the slope of these surfaces allows water to travel down the legs and flow 

behind the connection plates.  Since these plates hold the legs together, they are integral to 

the structural integrity of the Tower.  If the plates continue to corrode, the connection 

between each section will weaken and the structural capacity of the legs will diminish. 

Paint is chipping on the Water Tower's legs, tie rods, and horizontal girders; the surface of 

much of the exposed steel is covered in rust.  A significant amount of lichen is also growing on 

some of these surfaces. 

The condition of the underside of the tank and its surrounding walkway platform was 

observed to be similar to that of the legs, tie rods, and girders, with a significant amount of 

weathered paint and rust.  The sides of the tank appeared to be in good condition relative to 

the rest of the Tower, but the roof and cap are weathered with rust stains present from seams 

in the roof panels.  

Considering that the Water Tower structure is no longer supporting the weight of water in a full 

tank, maintenance and periodic observation will be all that is required, and no major 

structural modifications will be necessary.  Some minor modifications may be necessary as 

identified above.   
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is the City of Elk River's intent to restore the Water Tower to its original appearance, which 

consisted of mostly silver painted steel except for black lettering and a red roof.  In order to 

do so, chipped paint, lichen, and rust will need to be removed to provide for the adhesion of 

the new paint.  Because the paint is likely to contain lead, all removed paint will need to be 

captured by qualified workers and properly disposed of.  It will not be necessary to strip all of 

the paint off of the water tower down to bare steel.  Any lead based paint that is adhered 

well can be encapsulated with the new paint.  Proper cleaning and preparation of all 

surfaces will need to be performed prior to cleaning. 

All of the Tower's surfaces should be painted, including areas that may not be easily visible 

from the ground, such as any exposed areas of steel angles, the inside of legs, and the 

walkway platform.  A new coat of paint will not only return it to its original appearance, but it 

will also protect the steel from further rusting and deterioration. 

The two potential structural issues should be further investigated with a more in depth study of 

the areas in question.  We recommend that a portion of concrete from one of the leg bases 

be removed to get a better understanding of the condition of the steel.  Areas of rust and 

deterioration are present on the exposed steel just above the concrete, and the possibility 

exists that water has been able to seep between the metal and concrete and cause unseen 

damage to the steel.  The bowing steel splice panels should also be tested to determine the 

extent of damage. 

 

PRIORITIES AND ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE COSTS 

 

Description Estimated Cost 

Additional Testing $  4,000 

Steel repair (if required) $  5,000   

Painting $60,000    

                                    Sub Total $69,000 

Contingency, 15% $10,350   

Design Fees, 8% $  5,525   

                                    Total $84,875 

  



            
 
 

 

City of Osseo City Council  
Work Session Meeting Item 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item:   Discuss Procedures for Council Approval  
 

Meeting Date:  February 29, 2016  
Prepared by:  Riley Grams, City Administrator 
 

Attachments:  Excerpt from League of MN Cities Handbook 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Background:  
Now that we have a much more interested and involved Committee system (with Public Safety Advisory Committee, 
Parks & Recreation Committee, Heritage Preservation Commission, Intergovernmental Relations Committee, Human 
Resources Committee, Budget and Finance Committee, and Risk Management Committee) Staff has had some 
difficulty navigating the process by which the City Council wishes to have items, events, or projects approved. Often 
times Staff believes we are taking the correct approach, only to find out some Council members would have 
preferred a different approach.  
 
This is a good time to review the process and procedures by which the City Council, in its entirety, would like Staff to 
navigate in order to get work done.  
 
Of course, with some of the Committees only meeting four times a year, scheduling can get tricky. How do we handle 
those situations?  
 
We have reached out to the League of Minnesota Cities to get some idea of “best practices” when it comes to 
navigating Council Committees. I’ve attached an excerpt to this agenda item. The only required 
Committees/Commissions are the EDA, Planning Commission and Heritage Preservation Commission, and that is 
because they are in our Code.  
 
 
Recommendation/Action Requested:  
Staff recommends the City Council discuss the process and procedure by which Staff are to navigate several 
Committees and Commissions in order to get work done and direct Staff accordingly.  
 
 

4. 





            
 
 

 

City of Osseo City Council  
Work Session Meeting Item 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item:   Emergency response situations 
 
Meeting Date:  02/29/2016   
Prepared by:  Shane Mikkelson, Police Chief 
  
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Background:  
 
We don’t often have emergency situations in Osseo, thankfully.  Since the apartment fire, there has been some 
discussion of how the Council should respond to an emergency situation that is or has occurred to avoid confusion 
and to keep everyone safe.   
 
All communication about the incident should come from the first line supervisors to the City Administrator, and the 
City Administrator will then notify the Council.  During any major emergency the Police Department building will be 
opened at the earliest time possible after the event.  If, as a Councilmember, you would like to respond, we ask that 
you go directly to the Police Department.  The person that is asked to be at the desk at the Police Department will let 
you in.  That person will have access to a radio and will have phone numbers to call if questions need to be answered.  
This will also give us, as supervisors, a place to go to brief everyone on the issues we are facing and ask for your help 
if it is needed.   The Police Department will become the hub of information gathering as the incident goes along.  This 
provides a central location to get the information you need to do your jobs as councilmembers for your community.  
The only time the Police Department would not be opened would be if the emergency situation occurred at that 
location. 
 
These situations are fluid and we would not want anyone to get hurt responding to the scene of the incident.  It is 
also important to avoid a situation where the media approaches city officials who may not have all pertinent 
information for the emergency situation. 
 
 
Next Step:   
Agree to the best way for our city officials to respond in a city emergency situation.   

5. 



Osseo City Council 
Work Session Topic 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item: Discuss Heritage Preservation Commission 

Meeting Date: February 29, 2016 
Prepared by:  Nancy Smebak Abts, City Planner 

Attachments:  Main Street Program factsheet 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Background:  
At the last Work Session meeting, the City Council discussed restructuring the Heritage Preservation Commission 
(HPC) to fit “underneath” the Planning Commission. Some thoughts on enacting that vision are provided for 
conversational fodder: 

 The HPC could be “downgraded” to a committee and public meeting and minute-taking requirements could
be removed

 HPC could meet during daytime hours, rather than in the evening, allowing greater support from staff

 HPC could meet ASAP after a relevant development proposal is received
o Development proposals need to be acted on within 60 days. Application deadlines are generally ~4

weeks before a Planning Commission (PC) packet is sent out. HPC would need to act quickly to gather
any necessary information before PC review.

 HPC findings could be presented as part of the Planning Commission’s Development Review process

 Because its role relates to many other city entities, the HPC’s membership could be augmented with
appointees from the Planning Commission, Parks & Recreation Committee, EDA, and/or City Council

 HP is an important component to Osseo’s future, and it should be supported by City resources
o A “baseline” assessment, similar to the 2007 Phase 1 Environmental Assessment conducted for

commercial properties, could be conducted for the City
o This assessment could support the City’s Comprehensive Planning process
o The baseline assessment would give the HPC a “leg up” on its ASAP development reviews
o The baseline could provide an initial work plan for topics & properties the HPC could attend to when

not reviewing development proposals
 HPC would probably not review development proposals for sites not identified in a baseline

assessment or designated as Heritage Sites

 HPC could also adopt some of the practices and strategies of the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s
Main Street program, “preserving” Osseo’s social and small business characteristics. (The Main Street
program has a strong emphasis on revitalizing downtown areas, which has already been addressed in Osseo,
but some of the programming & business promotion & retention strategies the program offers could
augment the EDA’s activities & re-instate some of OBA’s functions)

Recommendation/Action Requested:  
Staff recommends the City Council discuss the roles of the options for restructuring the HPC and direct Staff 
accordingly.  
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The Main Street Four Point Approach®  
A Proven Strategy to Revitalize Traditional and Historic Commercial Districts 
 

As a unique economic development tool, The Main Street Four-Point Approach® is the 
foundation for communities to revitalize their commercial districts by leveraging local 
assets − from cultural and architectural heritage to local enterprises and community pride. 

comprehensive strat
volunteers work to implement projects in four key areas: 

Developed by the National Trust Main Street Center, the Main Street Approach is a 
egy tailored to meet local needs and opportunities. Local staff and 

 Organization: Building consensus and cooperation among public and private groups 
and individuals and identifying sources of funding for revitalization activities.  

 Design: Enhancing the district’s physical appearance through building rehabilitation, 
compatible new construction, public improvements, and design management systems. 

 Promotion: Marketing the commercial district through events and advertising to 
attract customers, potential investors, new businesses, residents, and visitors. 

 Economic Restructuring: Strengthening the district's economic base and creating 
new opportunities through careful analysis and appropriate mixed-use development.  

MORE THAN 25 YEARS OF SUCCESS 

Cumulatively, the commercial districts taking part in the Main Street program have 
generated more than $48.8 billion in new investment, with 206,600 in building 
rehabilitations and a net gain of more than 391,050 new jobs and 87,850 new businesses. 
Every dollar a community uses to support its local Main Street program leverages an 
average of $25 in new investment, making the Main Street program one of the most 
successful economic development strategies in America. 
 
Main Street offers a revitalization framework appropriate for communities of all types. 
Local Main Street programs are established either as freestanding organizations or as part 
of an existing entity, such as a CDC or economic development organization. Working in 
conjunction with a state or citywide Main Street Coordinating Program or directly with the 
National Trust Main Street Center, local Main Street programs plan and implement projects 
that create more vibrant and healthy commercial districts over time. 
 

GETTING STARTED 

Learn more, build a public-private coalition, and get going! To begin the process: 

• Call the National Trust Main Street Center at 202.588.6219 or visit 
www.preservationnation/main-street.org. 

• Discuss the idea with business and property owners, residents, government officials, 
and key leaders in your community. 

• Learn from existing programs in your area. For referrals, contact the Center. 
• Consider a Main Street Assessment for a professional opinion on whether Main 

Street is appropriate for your commercial district.  
 
 
1785 Massachusetts Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20036 P 202.588.6219 F 202.588.6050 E mainst@nthp.org 
www.preservationnation/main-street.org  



 
 
 
The National Trust Main Street Center® 
 

Established in 1980 as a program of the National Trust for Historic Preservation, the 
National Trust Main Street Center is the nation’s largest full-service commercial district 
revitalization organization. The Center serves as a resource to communities and individuals 
interested in revitalizing traditional commercial districts. A nonprofit organization, the 
Center provides information, offers technical assistance, holds conferences and 
workshops, and conducts research and advocacy on critical revitalization issues. 
 

Community Assistance: Through our consulting services and information resources, the 
National Trust Main Street Center has helped more than 2,200 cities, towns, and 
neighborhoods of all types rebuild the economic and social vitality of their downtowns 
and neighborhood commercial districts. We can help your commercial district in the 
following ways:    

Publications: We offer several publications and training materials on revitalization, 
ranging from getting-started basics to advanced how-to materials. 

Conferences: Held annually, the National Main Streets Conference is the largest 
commercial district revitalization conference in the United States, with more than 70 
educational sessions and networking opportunities for revitalization professionals and 
community leaders like you. 

 

National Main Street Network
®

: This cost-effective membership keeps local programs 
informed about key revitalization issues. Benefits include Main Street News, access to the 
Members Area of our website, and valuable discounts on products and conferences.   
 
Consulting Services: Main Street’s Field Services staff provide experienced, professional 
assistance for your revitalization effort through on-site consulting and training services. 
Our knowledgeable staff can help you start your revitalization program and solve your 
toughest challenges. Typical clients include local Main Street organizations, business 
associations, CDCs, chambers of commerce, and municipal governments.  Our services 
include: 

· assessment of commercial 
districts  

· economic development 
services (business mix, 
retention, recruitment) 

· organizational development  
· market analysis  

· urban design 
· fund-raising services  
· strategic and long-term planning  
· real estate development services 
· marketing strategies  
· planning and ordinance review 

 
  
 Financial Assistance: Loan and equity financing is available for organizations, 

municipalities, and for-profit and nonprofit developers of historic properties through 
the National Trust Loan Funds and the National Trust Community Investment 
Corporation. For more information, call 202.588.6054. 
 
To learn more about the National Trust Main Street Center, call 202.588.6219 
or visit www.preservationnation/main-street.org.     
  
 

http://www.preservationnation/main-street.org


Osseo City Council 
Work Session Topic 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item: Discuss Amendments to City Code § 153.091 Signs: Regulations and Standards; 
Permits; and § 151.04 Property Maintenance: Amendments to International 
Property Maintenance Code to clarify size requirements for house numbers 

Meeting Date: February 29, 2016 
Prepared by:  Nancy Smebak Abts, City Planner 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Policy Consideration:  
Consider updates to the Osseo City Code unifying minimum size requirements for property identification numbers in 
the City of Osseo. 

Background: 

Osseo City Code presently sets forth minimum size requirements for house identification numbers in two locations. 
The sign code requires address numbers to be 3 ½ inches tall, while the property maintenance code requires them to 
be 6” tall with a ½ inch stroke. 

The State Building Code is adopted by reference. When building permit inspections are conducted, Metro West 
ensures that the state’s requirement for 4” address numbers with coloring that contrasts their background are 
present. The Building Code is only enforced when a building permit is applied for. Its provisions are not sufficient to 
ensure address numbers are maintained on all properties. 

The city should set forth uniform size requirements for building address identification numbers. Clearly legible 
address identification numbers are necessary for emergency responders, many of whom are not Osseo natives and 
may also be responding from neighboring jurisdictions. They also aid Staff in enforcing property maintenance and 
nuisance regulations.  

City Code Amendments (new content/revisions in red underline): 
§ 151.04 PROPERTY MAINTENANCE: AMENDMENTS TO INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE CODE Location
(Q): 

Section 304.3 Premises identification.  Buildings shall have approved address numbers placed in a position to 
be plainly legible and visible from the street or road fronting the property. These numbers shall:  contrast 
with their background, be Arabic numerals or alphabet letters, and be a minimum of four inches high with a 
minimum stroke width of one-half inch. 

§ 153.091 SIGNS: REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS; PERMITS, Location (I):
A minimum of one address sign shall be required on each building in all districts.  The sign shall contain 
numerals of a sufficient size to be legible from the nearest street yet shall not exceed two square feet in area.  
The numerals shall be metal, glass, plastic, or durable material and shall not be less than four inches in height 

7. 



with a minimum stroke width of one-half inch and shall be in a contrasting color to the base.  The numerals 
shall be lighted or made of some reflective material and so placed to be easily seen from the street. 

 
Maple Grove’s City Code “Sign” section is worded similarly to Osseo’s existing text, stating that the “numerals shall 
be light or made of some reflective material…” In Maple Grove, this language is enforced to ensure that numerals are 
lighted. Clarifying this wording in Osseo’s code will make the city’s requirements more understandable to residents. 
 
 
Budget or Other Considerations:  
Monitoring the minimum size of house numbers is a low enforcement priority for the City (in recent years, spring and 
fall code enforcement sweeps conducted by the police department have not addressed house numbers). However, 
establishing a uniform requirement across all sections of City Code will provide a basis for any necessary future 
enforcement actions. 
 
If property owners find a need to replace their address numbers to comply with the new requirements, this can be 
done at a moderate cost. 
 
 
Recommendation/Action Requested:  
Discuss the proposed amendments and identify any necessary changes. 
 
 
Next Steps: 
The amendments can be considered at a future Council meeting. 



            
 
 

 

Osseo City Council  
Works Session Topic 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Item:  Discuss Mobile Food Vending 
 

Meeting Date:  November 23, 2015  
Prepared by:  Nancy Smebak Abts, City Planner 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Background:  
Osseo residents and officials have expressed interest in having food trucks come to town. Brick and mortar 
restaurants seem to support the idea of event-specific food truck sale, but are more resistant to a more blanket 
allowance for food trucks. 
 
No action is needed in order to allow food trucks to continue to be present at city-approved events, like Lions Roar. 
The city could sponsor a single event or a series of “Food Truck Day in Osseo” events under current practice (Council 
approval only), meeting local interest for food trucks and minimizing conflicts with existing land uses. Pursuing food 
trucks at authorized could be a good way to “test the waters” before considering more permanent changes. 
However, as the process of updating City Code is often protracted, they city may also wish to be proactive in 
providing allowances for more permanent food truck uses. 
 
If food trucks are desired on a more permanent basis, a Conditional Use Permit process could be implemented to 
allow food trucks to locate on private commercial property. Such a process would require amending City Code. The 
City could also consider creating an interim use approval strategy, to, for example, allow food trucks to operate on a 
short-term basis on undeveloped property. The city does not currently issue interim use permits, but, unlike 
Conditional Use Permits, they have the benefit of expiring after a set time. 
 
Another approach to allowing Food Trucks on a more permanent basis would be to issue city permits for food trucks. 
Larger cities have developed multiple strategies to implement permitting processes; however, developing and 
administering a program to allow food trucks to conduct a private business on public streets would be difficult 
administratively and may provide a poor return on investment.  
 
Requested Action: 
Discuss the matter and provide direction to Staff. 
 
If a permit process is otherwise desirable, the Council may consider: 

 Which portions of the city and/or specific streets would be open to food trucks, e.g., Central Avenue, C-2 
Highway Commercial District, areas with or without sidewalks, etc. 

 How frequently and for how many consecutive hours/days a Food Truck would be allowed to operate 

 Whether permits should serve primarily as a “gate-keeping” mechanism to limit when and where food trucks 
operate or as an enterprise of the city, with fees set to compensate the city for the cost of providing the 
public streets, sidewalks, and infrastructure that allow food trucks operate 

 What city department(s) would be responsible for issuing and enforcing permits, and how much staff time 
might be necessary for enforcement 

  

8. 
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